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milCloud® 2.0
Capabilities

milCloud® 2.0 Benefits
Secure

Easy to Use

Affordable

Dozens of inherited critical
security controls not available in
commercial clouds, including:

Customers can buy cloud services
in as few as 48 hours, compared
to typical months-long acquisition
processes

Compute, storage, and network
cloud services priced at
commercial parity – with
enhanced security

• Self-service model for service
ordering, service provisioning,
and account management and
funding

• “Pay-as-you-go” model –
customers only pay for what
they use

• DoD Information Network
Security Boundary Controls
• DISA Data Center Physical
Facility Security Controls
DECCS
• GDIT’s FedRAMP High
Accreditation & Controls
• DISA’s IL-5 Provisional Authority
Accreditation & Controls (IL-6
coming soon)
• Virtual Trusted Platform
Manager (vTPM) provided
through VMWare, providing
encrypted virtual machines
and storage

• Customers can use MIPR funds
or a credit card to buy any
services on contract
(all FFP)
• Funds are fungible:
infrastructure hosting,
engineering & migration
services, and consulting &
professional services

• No a la carte bandwidth or
transaction fees charged to
access applications or data
• FFP Services enable predictable
spend patterns and transparent
cost understanding
• One-stop shop for hosting,
engineering, consulting, and
professional services

• Funds can cross fiscal years
depending on color of money
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Because the Mission Matters. Today.
It’s time for a new cloud – one designed specifically for the warfighter – to provide the agility, reliability,
and security you need to deliver on your mission.
As the Department of Defense continues to modernize its IT infrastructure and data center strategies,
milCloud® 2.0 helps mission partners dramatically accelerate cloud adoption and increase efficiencies.
Delivering high performance capabilities in as few as 48 hours from funding approval – all with no a la
carte bandwidth or transaction fees charged to access applications or data – milCloud® 2.0 provides
mission partners with significant cost savings as they move to the cloud.
Combining a self-service hosting environment with integrated engineering support and migration
service bundles, milCloud® 2.0 provides a one-stop shop for all things cloud – from cloud readiness
assessments and application rationalization, to the latest high-performance storage, compute, and
networking cloud services.
All of these features – ease of use, performance, inherited security, and affordability – radically change
the DoD mission. Putting actionable information into the hands of warfighters more quickly and at lower
cost is what we’re all about. Because the mission matters.
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Learn more at milcloud2.com

